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Abstract

Person re-identification is a recently introduced computer vision task that
consists of recognising an individual who was previously observed over a
video-surveillance camera network. Among the open problems, in this pa-
per we focus on computational complexity. Despite its practical relevance,
especially in real-time applications, this issue has been overlooked in the lit-
erature so far. In this paper, we address it by exploiting a framework we
proposed in a previous work. It allows us to turn any person re-identification
method, that uses multiple components and a body part subdivision model,
into a dissimilarity-based one. Each individual is represented as a vector of
dissimilarity values to a set of visual prototypes, that are drawn from the
original non-dissimilarity representation. Experiments on two benchmark
datasets provide evidence that a dissimilarity representation provides very
fast re-identification methods. We also show that, even if the re-identification
accuracy can be lower (especially when the number of candidates is low), the
trade-off between processing time and accuracy can nevertheless be advan-
tageous, in real-time application scenarios involving a human operator.
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1. Introduction1

Person re-identification consists of recognising an individual who has pre-2

viously been observed over a camera network. It is a challenging computer3

vision task that can provide useful tools for many security applications of4

video-surveillance, e.g., on-line tracking of individuals over different, non-5

overlapping cameras, and off-line retrieval of the video sequences contain-6

ing an individual of interest, whose image is given as a query (also called7

“probe”). Typically, the low resolution of the images, and the variety of8

possible poses, make face recognition techniques ineffective. A widely used9

approach is thus to build a descriptor of the global appearance of individ-10

uals (appearance-based person re-identification). Given the descriptor of an11

individual of interest (the probe), the task is to rank a set of descriptors12

(templates) of individuals observed over a camera network, with respect to13

their similarity to the probe.14

Attaining robustness to pose variations, occlusions, and illumination changes15

is a widely recognised open problem in person re-identification. A common16

approach to address pose variations and occlusions is to extract multiple local17

image instances (e.g. patches, points of interest) and/or to divide the body18

into different parts. The issue of illumination changes is often addressed by19

colour equalization techniques. Computational complexity is another rele-20

vant issue, and plays a crucial role in real applications, especially real-time21

ones.22

In a previous work [1], we developed a unifying framework for appearance-23

based person re-identification, named Multiple Component Matching (MCM).24

It is based on a multiple instance and multiple part representation, that is25

commonly used in the literature. MCM can frame, partially or completely,26

most of the existing methods. It provides a common foundation for the anal-27

ysis and improvement of such methods, and can guide the development of28

new ones. In [1] we also implemented a specific re-identification method fol-29

lowing MCM, that pursues robustness to illumination changes through a new30

algorithm based on adding fictitious instances to templates, to simulate such31

changes.32

In this work, we focus on the issue of computational complexity of person33

re-identification methods. Despite its practical relevance, this issue has been34

overlooked in the literature so far, and we argue that the processing time of35

most of the existing methods may be too high for practical applications. In36

[2] we proposed a general approach for dealing with this issue, as an exten-37
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sion of the MCM framework. It consists of turning a given appearance-based38

representation, based on multiple instances and body part subdivision, into39

a dissimilarity-based one [3], in which an individual is represented as a vector40

of dissimilarity values to predefined visual prototypes. Prototypes themselves41

are defined as set of instances, that correspond to local appearance character-42

istics shared by different individuals. This allowed us to define the Multiple43

Component Dissimilarity (MCD) framework, which provides a dissimilar-44

ity version of any re-identification method that can be framed in MCM [2].45

Dissimilarity-based descriptors are vectors of real numbers. Therefore, they46

are much more compact than, e.g., bags of multiple feature vectors coming47

from different interest points. Such compactness drastically reduces their48

matching time. Accordingly, the dissimilarity-based representation of MCD49

allows one to implement very fast re-identification methods.50

In this paper we extend our previous work of [2] as follows: (i) we improve51

the MCD-based fast re-identification method of [2]; (ii) we discuss the kind52

of application where trading a lower re-identification accuracy for a lower53

processing time can be advantageous, and develop a quantitative model to54

evaluate it; (iii) we give a thorough experimental evaluation of our MCD-55

based re-identification method on two benchmark datasets.56

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we survey previous works57

on appearance-based person re-identification, and describe our MCM frame-58

work, on which MCD is based. In Sect. 3 we summarise the MCD framework,59

describe the fast person re-identification method based on it, and discuss the60

trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity. In Sect. 4 we give61

an extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed method. Final remarks62

are discussed in Sect. 5, together with future research directions.63

2. Background64

In this section we provide an overview of the literature on appearance-65

based person re-identification methods, and describe our MCM framework,66

which underlies MCD.67

2.1. Previous works on person re-identification68

Person re-identification is usually modelled as a matching problem, whose69

goal is to rank templates in a gallery with respect to their similarity to a given70

probe individual. We focus here on appearance-based methods, namely the71

ones that rely only on image features, and do not use contextual information.72
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They represent individuals using descriptors of the clothing appearance, that73

are built from local or global features [4]. Other approaches include spatio-74

temporal reasoning to exploit additional spatial and temporal cues (e.g., the75

spatial layout of the cameras [5]), or other soft biometric traits like gait [6].76

Contrary to these approaches, appearance-based methods can usually work77

even with a single template image per individual.78

In [7], the body is subdivided according to its symmetry properties: anti-79

symmetry separates torso and legs, while symmetry divides left and right80

parts. The descriptor is made up of three different features: colour his-81

tograms in the HSV colour space; maximally stable colour regions (MSCR);82

recurrent high-structured patches (RHSP). All local features are extracted83

from torso and legs separately. To obtain MSCR and RHSP, several patches84

are sampled at random, mainly near symmetry axes, and then clustered to85

find the most significant ones.86

In [8], a body parts detector is used to find fifteen non-overlapping square87

cells, that have proven to be “stable regions” of the silhouette. For each88

cell a covariance descriptor based on colour gradients is computed. Colour89

histogram equalisation was performed to achieve a better robustness to the90

varying lighting conditions. Descriptor generation and matching is performed91

through a pyramid matching kernel.92

In [9] two methods are proposed. In the first, Haar-like features are93

extracted from the whole body, while in the second the body is divided94

into upper and lower part, each described by the MPEG7 Dominant Colour95

descriptor. Inter-camera colour calibration was used to address changing96

lighting conditions. Learning is performed in both methods, respectively97

to choose the best features and to find the most discriminative appearance98

model. The training set for each individual consists of different frames (if99

multiple frames are available) or different viewpoints obtained by sliding a100

window over the image (if only one frame is available) as positive examples,101

and of everything which is not the object of interest as negative examples.102

An approach based on harvesting SIFT-like interest points from different103

frames of a video sequence is described in [10]. Different frames are used also104

in [11], where two methods are proposed. One is based on interest points,105

that are selected by the Hessian-Affine interest operator. The other exploits106

a body part subdivision based on decomposable triangulated graphs. Each107

part is described by features based on colour and shape.108

SURF local features are used in [12], where an approach to re-identify109

individuals as well as different objects is presented.110
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In [13] several features based on colour (histograms in different colour111

spaces) and texture (Schmid and Gabor filters), are extracted from randomly112

taken strips, and their weights are computed by a boosting algorithm.113

In [14] global color descriptors (histograms, spatiograms, color/path-114

length) are computed from the whole body. Changing lighting conditions115

were addressed by colour histogram normalisation techniques. A graph-based116

method was used to reduce their dimensionality.117

In [15] person re-identification is considered as a relative ranking problem,118

exploiting a discriminative subspace built through an Ensemble RankSVM.119

Colour and texture-based features were extracted from six fixed horizontal120

regions.121

Despite their differences, most of the above methods use a multiple in-122

stance representation, obtained by taking several patches, strips, or interest123

points, and/or exploit some body part subdivision. These two observations124

provide the foundation for the MCM framework of [1], which is described in125

Sect. 2.2.126

We point out that most of the previous works did not address the issues127

of processing time and storage requirements. The overall time and memory128

needed to perform the experiments was reported only in [15]. The general129

adoption of complex descriptors and matching schemes suggests that most of130

them are not suitable for application scenarios where a low processing time131

is required, e.g., real-time re-identification of all the individuals detected in132

the frames taken by a camera.133

2.2. The Multiple Component Matching framework134

Our MCM framework provides an unifying view of appearance-based per-135

son re-identification methods, embedding the common concepts of multiple136

instance representation and body part subdivision. For this reason, MCM137

was used as the underlying paradigm for our dissimilarity framework de-138

scribed in the next section.139

In MCM, individuals are represented as bags of instances, named “sets140

of components”. Such components can be any kind of local features, like141

patches or interest points, extracted from the image of an individual. If a142

body part subdivision is used, a different set of components is extracted from143

each part. The rationale behind this representation is to gain robustness to144

partial occlusions and pose variations.145

Formally, let146

T = {T1, . . . ,TN} (1)
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tki,1

tki,2

(c)

Figure 1: An example of the MCM representation. (a) The image of an individual. (b)
The body is subdivided into two parts: upper (in green) and lower body (in red). (c)
Each part is composed by a set of components (e.g., image patches), represented here as
coloured dots.

be a template gallery of N individuals. Each template Ti is represented via147

an ordered sequence of M sets, corresponding to M body parts (M ≥ 1):148

Ti = {Ti,1, . . . , Ti,M}. (2)

According to the multiple instance representation, each part Ti,m is a set of149

ni,m of components described by feature vectors tki,m:150

Ti,m = {t1i,m, . . . , t
ni,m

i,m }, tki,m ∈ X, (3)

where X denotes the feature space (without losing generality, we assume that151

all sets are represented with the same features). An example of the MCM152

representation is shown in Fig. 1.153

Given a probe Q, represented as a sequence of parts as well, the task is154

to find the most similar template T∗ ∈ T , according to a similarity measure155

D(·, ·):156

T∗ = arg min
Ti

D(Ti,Q). (4)

Given the above representation, D must be defined as a similarity measure157

between ordered sequences of sets. In [1] it was defined as a function of158

similarity measures d(·, ·) between M pairs of sets:159

D(Ti,Q) = f
(
d(Ti,1, Q1), . . . , d(Ti,M , QM)

)
. (5)

For instance, D can be defined as a linear combination of the M distances160

d(Ti,1, Q1), . . . , d(Ti,M , QM). The measure d can be in turn any similarity161
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measure between sets. A suitable one is the k-th Hausdorff Distance dH [16],162

which was used in [1]. Given two sets X and Y , dH is defined as the k-th163

ranked distance among the minimum distances between all pairs of elements164

from X and Y :165

dH(X, Y ) = max
{
hk(X, Y ), hk(Y,X)

}
, (6)

where166

hk(X, Y ) = k-th
x∈X

min
y∈Y

(‖x− y‖), (7)

while ‖ · ‖ denotes any distance metric between the elements of the sets.167

We point out that a proper choice of the parameter k can help attaining168

robustness to outlying components, that can come from partial occlusions.169

Different implementations of MCM can be defined by a specific choice of170

its parameters, namely, the part subdivision, the components extracted from171

each part and their representation, and the similarity measures d and D.172

In [1], a possible implementation of MCM, named MCMimpl, was pro-173

posed. It adopts a two-part subdivision of the body into torso and legs as174

in [7], and extracts multiple, partly overlapping, rectangular patches from175

each part, described by colour histograms. MCMimpl inherits robustness to176

partial occlusions and pose variations from the multiple component/multiple177

parts representation of MCM. Moreover, it adopts a simple simulation tech-178

nique to attain robustness to illumination changes, whose effectiveness was179

experimentally evaluated in [1]. Further details on MCMimpl are given in180

Sect. 4.1.181

3. Fast person re-identification based on dissimilarity representa-182

tions183

In this section, we first summarise the MCD framework of [2]. Then, we184

present a re-identification method based on MCD, which improves the one185

of [2]. Finally, we discuss its trade-off between re-identification accuracy and186

computational complexity.187

3.1. Multiple component dissimilarity representation of individuals188

In [2] we showed that the MCM framework suggests a general method to189

reduce the computational complexity of appearance-based re-identification190

methods. We observed that, regardless of the specific descriptor (i.e., the191
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body part model and the kind of local components), if the clothing of differ-192

ent individuals share similar local characteristics, their bag-of-instance repre-193

sentation exhibits some redundancy, due to similar local components. Such194

redundancy can be reduced by turning any bag-of-instance representation195

into a dissimilarity-based one [3], which consists of representing each indi-196

vidual as a vector of dissimilarity values to pre-defined visual prototypes. We197

proposed to define also prototypes as sets of bag of instances, each corre-198

sponding to a local characteristic shared by different individuals.199

This allowed us to define the Multiple Component Dissimilarity (MCD)200

framework. MCD provides a dissimilarity-based version of any re-identification201

method that can be framed in MCM, adopting a very compact representa-202

tion of individuals (basically, a small set of dissimilarity vectors). As such,203

matching two descriptors becomes very fast, as it reduces to compare two vec-204

tors of real numbers. Dissimilarity-based descriptors of MCD try to keep the205

same discriminative capability and robustness of the original re-identification206

method. In fact, the same part subdivision is used, and local characteristics207

of the clothings are represented via the same local features, but grouped in208

homogeneous clusters. The MCD framework is summarised in the rest of209

this section.210

The first step of MCD is prototype construction. Prototypes are con-211

structed from a given gallery of, say, N individuals, starting from their MCM212

descriptors, denoted as:213

I = {I1, . . . , IN} . (8)

According to Sect. 2.2, each descriptor Ii ∈ I is an ordered sequence of M214

elements, one for each body part. The m-th element is a set of nm feature215

vectors:216

Ii = {Ii,1, . . . , Ii,M}, Ii,m = {x1
m, . . . ,x

nm
m },m = 1, . . . ,M . (9)

The procedure for prototype construction is the following.217

For each body part m = 1, . . . ,M :218

1. Merge the feature vectors of the m-th part of each Ii ∈ I into a set219

Xm:220

Xm =
N⋃
j=1

Ij,m . (10)

2. Cluster the set Xm into pm clusters Pm = {Pm,1, . . . , Pm,pm}. Take each221

cluster as a prototype for the m-th body part.222
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(a)

(b)

(c)

T1 T2 T3

T1,1

T1,2

T2,1

T2,2

T3,1

T3,2

P1,1 P1,2 P1,3 P1,4 P2,1 P2,3P2,2

Figure 2: Generation of the prototype gallery in MCD. In this example, the body is
subdivided into two parts: upper (in green) and lower body (in red). (a) A template
gallery of three individuals, represented according to MCM. (b) All the components of the
same part are merged. (c) A clustering algorithm is applied, and a number of prototypes
(clusters) are generated for each part.

The above procedure returns M sets of prototypes, one for each body part:223

P = {P1, . . . ,PM} . (11)

Fig. 2 summarises the process of prototypes generation, for M = 2 parts.224

Once the prototypes have been constructed, given the MCM descriptor225

of any individual, I = {I1, . . . , IN}, its MCD descriptor is obtained (Fig. 3)226

as a sequence of M dissimilarity vectors ID = {ID1 , . . . , IDM}, where:227

IDm =
(
d(Im, Pm,1) . . . d(Im, Pm,pm)

)
,m = 1, . . . ,M . (12)

In principle, any clustering method can be adopted in step 1 of the above228

procedure. Since prototypes made up by a small number of components may229

be preferable, to reduce computational and memory requirements, a two-230

stage clustering procedure can be used: first, the components belonging to231

each individual are separately clustered; then, a second clustering is carried232

out on the centroids obtained at the first stage. The number nm of resulting233

prototypes for each body part depend on the parameters of the clustering234
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d1,1

d2,1

d1,2 d1,3 d1,4

d2,2
d2,3

t 
i
1

t 
i
2

P1,1 P1,2 P1,3 P1,4

T1

T2

T

P2,1 P2,3P2,2

[d1,1  d1,2  d1,3  d1,4]

[d2,1  d2,2  d2,3]

Figure 3: Computation of dissimilarity vectors in MCD. The sets of components that
represent each body part of an individual are compared to the prototypes associated to
that part. The obtained dissimilarity values will form one dissimilarity vector per part.

algorithm. However, in the experiments of Sect. 4.3 we will show that the235

choice of such parameters is not crucial.236

The advantage of defining prototypes as sets of components, which is the237

same representation used in MCM for each body part, is that dissimilarities238

between prototypes and a given individual can be computed using the same239

distance measure d(·, ·) between sets of components adopted by the target240

MCM-based method (see Eq. (5)). This allows one to easily and directly241

define a dissimilarity version of any MCM-based method. Simpler dissimi-242

larity measures between descriptors and prototypes can also be defined, for243

instance considering only the centroid of each prototype.244

The proposed dissimilarity-based representation exhibits two clear advan-245

tages over complex descriptors used by other methods. One is a considerable246

reduction in storage requirement: only a small set of dissimilarity vectors247

(one for each body part) for each individual, and the set of prototypes, need248

to be stored. The memory required to store the prototypes can be reduced,249

for example by adopting the two-stage clustering scheme mentioned above,250

or by considering only the centroids of the corresponding clusters. The other251

advantage is a reduction in processing time: comparing descriptors becomes252

as simple as computing distances between vectors of real numbers, which is253

very fast with modern CPUs. This can enable several useful applications,254

like real-time re-identification of an individual, among a huge number of255
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candidates.256

We point out that an analogous dissimilarity-based approach was ex-257

ploited in [17] for object classification tasks. A seemingly analogous repre-258

sentation is used also in visual words methods, widely used in scene catego-259

rization (e.g., [18]). In these methods, a visual codebook is first built off-line,260

then the frequency (count of the occurrences) of each visual word inside each261

sample is considered. Differently, in the dissimilarity paradigm the degree of262

similarity of each visual prototype to the whole sample is considered.263

3.2. A fast person re-identification method based on MCD264

In this section we develop an improved version of the re-identification265

method based on MCD proposed in [2].266

Let T be a template gallery of N individuals, and Q be a probe indi-267

vidual. We denote their MCD-based representation respectively as T D =268

{TD
1 , . . . ,T

D
N} and QD. Note that the same set of prototypes must be used269

for all the templates and for the probe. In a person re-identification task,270

the gallery of individuals used to construct the prototypes (see Sect. 3.1) can271

be either the same template gallery T , a subset of T , or even a different272

set of individuals, depending on the specific application at hand. The effect273

of these three choices on the re-identification accuracy will be evaluated in274

Sect. 4.3.275

The problem of re-identifying the individual QD can be formulated simi-276

larly to Eq. (4), as:277

T∗D = arg min
TD

i

D(TD
i ,Q

D) . (13)

The distance measure D(·, ·) can be the same as in Eq. (5), while d(·, ·) has278

to be a distance measure between dissimilarity vectors. To highlight this, we279

will denote it as dD(·, ·). Accordingly, the dissimilarity between any template280

TD and QD is computed as:281

D(TD,QD) = f
(
dD(TD

1 , Q
D
1 ), . . . , dD(TD

M , Q
D
M)
)
. (14)

With respect to the method of [2], the improvements are the following.282

First, we apply to the prototypes the simulation algorithm that was proposed283

in [1], to attain robustness to illumination changes. Second, we further reduce284

computational requirements by defining prototypes as the centroid of the285

corresponding cluster, as suggested in Sect. 3.1.286

The third improvement is related to the distance measure dD(·, ·) between287

dissimilarity vectors. In preliminary experiments, we found that common288
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distance measures, like the Euclidean, cosine, and cross-correlation distances,289

work reasonably well. In [2] the Euclidean distance was used. However,290

none of the above measures properly captures the concept that underlies291

the proposed dissimilarity representation, that is, each dissimilarity value292

represents a degree of presence (and then, of relevance) of the corresponding293

prototype. Thus, every element of a dissimilarity vector carries a different294

amount of information in representing the sample of interest. In particular,295

lower dissimilarity values carry more information than higher values, and296

thus encode the most relevant characteristics of the sample.297

Based on the above arguments, we propose a weighted Euclidean dis-298

tance between a pair of dissimilarity vectors x and y associated to two given299

objects, where each weight reflects the importance of the corresponding pro-300

totype with respect to such objects:301

dD(x, y) =
(∑

i

wi

W
|xi − yi|2

)1/2
, (15)

where W is a normalization factor such that 1
W

∑
iwi = 1, and the weights302

wi are defined as303

wi = tan
(π

2
wi

)
, (16)

304

wi = 1−min(xi, yi), (17)

assuming that dissimilarity values xi and yi are in the range [0, 1]. Accord-305

ingly, wi is the minimum dissimilarity of the i-th prototype with respect to306

both objects. In other words, the higher the relevance (the lower the dissim-307

ilarity) of the i-th prototype to at least one of the objects, the higher the308

wi. This guarantees to give higher weights to the prototypes that carry more309

information about at least one of the objects, while lowering the weight of310

prototypes that are less important for both of them. The final weights wi311

are then computed as the tangent of wi, to strongly differentiate relevant312

prototypes from non-relevant ones.313

3.3. Trade-off between re-identification accuracy and matching time314

The results reported in Sect. 4, as well as the ones of [2], that were ob-315

tained using a previous version of the the dissimilarity-based re-identification316

method of Sect. 3.2, show that this method exhibits a much lower match-317

ing time and memory requirement than its non-dissimilarity-based version,318

as expected. However, this is sometimes attained at the expense of a lower319
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re-identification accuracy (a further investigation of this issue is given in320

Sect. 4.3). In such a case, re-identification methods obtained by our MCD321

framework are not advantageous over their non-dissimilarity-based counter-322

parts, in application scenarios where a higher accuracy is more important323

than a lower processing time. For instance, this can be the case of off-line324

forensics investigations (e.g., looking for an individual of interest among a325

dataset of videos previously recorded).326

However, trading a lower accuracy for a lower processing time can be327

advantageous in other scenarios. As an example, consider a real time appli-328

cation in which individuals observed by different, non-overlapping cameras329

are automatically tracked, and a human operator can select an individual of330

interest from one of the videos, and ask the system to re-identify it (again,331

in real time). In this case, the template gallery containing the descriptors332

of all tracked individuals can be automatically constructed and updated in333

real time. When the operator sends a probe image to the system, it first334

builds the corresponding descriptor, then matches such descriptor against all335

the ones in the template gallery, and returns to the operator the list of tem-336

plates ranked for decreasing similarity with the probe. Finally, the operator337

scrolls such list to search for the individual of interest (see Fig. 4). Clearly,338

a re-identification method A with a lower accuracy than another method B339

results in a higher average search time spent by the operator to find the340

individual of interest in the ranked list provided by the system (assuming341

the operator has a 100% accuracy). However, if the higher search time of342

method A is balanced by a lower processing time, the overall re-identification343

time between submitting the probe and finding the corresponding individual344

in the ranked list (namely, the sum of the processing and search times) can345

be lower for method A than for B. Therefore, in a real time scenario like346

the one considered above, method A can be preferable to B, although its347

re-identification accuracy is lower.348

In the following we give a simple quantitative model to evaluate the overall349

re-identification time, that will be used in the experimental evaluation of350

Sect. 4. Let us denote with td the average time required to construct the351

descriptor of the image of an individual, using a given method, and with tm352

the average matching time between two descriptors. If the template gallery353

contains the descriptors of N individuals, the average processing time tp is354

given by the time needed for constructing the probe descriptor plus the time355

needed to match it to the N template descriptors (as explained above, we356

assume that template descriptors are constructed during tracking, and are357
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Figure 4: A typical on-line, real-time application scenario of person re-identification. a)
The security operator sends a probe image to the system. b) The system builds a descriptor
of the probe, and c) matches it against all the descriptors stored in the template gallery,
that are constructed on-line. c) The system returns to the operator the list of templates
ranked for decreasing similarity to the probe.

thus already available at this time):358

tp = td +Ntm . (18)

Let us now denote with tc the average time spent by the operator to compare359

the probe image with a template image, and with R ∈ {1, . . . , N} the random360

variable defined as the rank of the query individual in the list provided by361

the system.1 The average search time ts spent by the operator is given by:362

ts = tcE{R} , (19)

where E{R} is the expected rank of the probe individual. The value of E{R}363

can be computed from the Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC)364

curve, which is a widely used measure of ranking accuracy of re-identification365

methods. It is defined as the cumulative distribution of R: P (R ≤ r),366

r = 1, . . . , N , namely the probability that the template image of the query367

individual is among the top-r ranked images. Using the standard notation368

1We are assuming that the template gallery always contains the correct match. If this
is not the case, for the purposes of this section the domain of R can be extended by adding
a value N + 1, to denote the absence of the correct match in the template gallery.
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CMC(r) for P (R ≤ r), it is easy to see that E{R} is given by:369

E{R} =
∑N

r=1 rP (R = r)

= CMC(1) +
∑N

r=2 r
(
CMC(r)− CMC(r − 1)

)
= N · CMC(N)−

∑N−1
r=1 CMC(r) .

(20)

The overall average re-identification time tr can be finally obtained as:370

tr = tp + ts = td +Ntm+

tc

[
N · CMC(N)−

∑N−1
r=1 CMC(r)

]
.

(21)

4. Experimental evaluation371

In this section, we give an experimental evaluation of a re-identification372

method based on our MCD framework, obtained from an existing appearance-373

based method that can be framed in MCM. To this aim, we chose MCMimpl,374

which attained a state-of-the-art performance in [1]. We first describe the375

implementation of its dissimilarity-based version.376

4.1. Application of the MCD framework to MCMimpl377

We give first a brief description of MCMimpl. First, background and378

foreground are separated through a STEL generative model [19]. Then the379

body is divided into M = 2 parts, torso and legs, exploiting its anti-symmetry380

properties. From each part, a set of 80 partly overlapping patches is randomly381

extracted and represented via HSV colour histograms. To achieve robustness382

to changing lighting conditions, we added four simulated patches, generated383

from each original one, by varying brightness and contrast (see [1] for details384

on the simulation algorithm). The distance between two sets of patches385

X and Y corresponding to the same part is evaluated by the k-th Hausdorff386

distance of Eq. (6), with k = 10. The final matching score of Eq. (5) between387

a probe Q and a template T is computed as the average of the distances388

between the two parts:389

D(T,Q) =
1

2

(
d(T1, Q1) + d(T2, Q2)

)
. (22)

To obtain a dissimilarity version of MCMimpl, we followed the proce-390

dure described in Sect. 3.1, using the two-stage clustering scheme to obtain391

the prototype gallery. The Mean-Shift algorithm [20] was used at the first392
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stage, to separately cluster the components of each individual (excluding the393

simulated patches), while k-means was applied at the second stage on the re-394

sulting centroids. Each prototype was finally associated to a bag containing395

1) the patch nearest to each centroid, and 2) the series of simulated patches396

created from that patch. Note that this procedure is different from that used397

in [2], where prototypes were associated to all the original patches in the398

corresponding clusters, and the simulated patches were discarded. The new399

approach attained a better performance in preliminary experiments.400

The bandwidth parameter of Mean-Shift, which governs the spread of401

each cluster, was set to BW = 0.3. The number pm of prototypes for them-th402

body part corresponds to the k value of the k-means algorithm, and therefore403

it must be set in advance. Although this seems a drawback (as in practice it404

is difficult to guess a suitable value for pm), we found that the choice of k is405

not crucial. Mean-Shift, which does not require to define the desired number406

of clusters beforehand, turned out to produce too unbalanced clusters at the407

second stage instead, as many of them were composed by only one or two408

components. An example is given in Fig. 5, which shows the prototypes409

obtained from ten individuals of the VIPeR dataset (see below). In this410

example, k = 8 was used. Note that some prototypes look quite similar (for411

example P1,4 and P1,7, or P2,7 and P2,8); this means that the chosen number412

k of clusters is larger than the number of different visual characteristics.413

However, all the different visual characteristics are reasonably well captured414

by distinct prototypes. This suggests that any reasonably high value of k415

should provide a proper prototype gallery.416

Concerning the distance measure dD(·, ·) between dissimilarity vectors417

(Eq. (14)), we adopted the weighted euclidean distance of Eqs. (15)–(17).418

Finally, the overall matching distance D(·, ·) of Eq. (14) was computed sim-419

ilarly to Eq. (22), as the average of the distances of the single parts.420

The number and size of the patches mentioned above were shown in [1]421

to be good choices for MCMimpl. We found however that the performance422

of MCMimplDis improved by using more patches with a reduced size, thus423

obtaining an higher granularity that was more effective in capturing visual424

characteristics. We extracted therefore 300 patches from both torso and legs.425

The patch width and height were defined as 15% of the width and height of426

the corresponding part.427
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P1,1 P1,2 P1,3 P1,4

P1,5 P1,6 P1,8

P2,1 P2,2 P2,3 P2,4

P2,5 P2,6 P2,7 P2,8

P1,7

Figure 5: An example of the prototypes obtained from ten individuals of the VIPeR
dataset, from two body parts: torso (green) and legs (red). The number of desired proto-
types was set to 8 for both parts.

4.2. Experimental setup428

Experiments were carried out on two benchmark datasets used in many429

previous works: VIPeR [21], and a set of images taken from the i-LIDS MCTS430

video dataset [22].431

The VIPeR dataset is made up of two non-overlapping views of 632 dif-432

ferent pedestrians, taken from two different cameras, under different poses,433

viewpoint and lighting conditions. It is the most challenging dataset cur-434

rently available for person re-identification. The first and second view of435

each pedestrian were used respectively as the template gallery and the probe436

gallery. We carried out experiments on three different subdivisions of this437

dataset. One of them was used in many previous works: the images of the438

632 pedestrians are split into ten, partially overlapping folds of 316 individ-439

uals, to carry out ten different runs of the experiments. We used the same440

folds as in [1], which in turn are the same originally used in [7], to obtain441

comparable results. Since a template gallery of 316 individuals is relatively442
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small for some real applications, we considered two further subdivisions of443

VIPeR: ten, partially overlapping folds of 474 individuals randomly sampled444

from the whole dataset, and a single fold made up of all the 632 available445

individuals. This also allowed us to evaluated the trade-off between accuracy446

and re-identification time as a function of the number of templates. We refer447

to the above three versions of VIPeR respectively as VIPeR-316, VIPeR-474,448

and VIPeR-632. Note that in VIPeR-632 only one run of the experiments449

was carried out.450

The i-LIDS dataset contains 476 images of 119 different pedestrians, taken451

at an airport arrival hall from different non-overlapping cameras. We adopted452

the same experimental setup as [22]: one image for each person was randomly453

selected to build the template gallery, while the other images formed the454

probe gallery. We thus obtained a template gallery of 119 images, and a455

probe gallery of 357 images. The whole procedure was repeated ten times.456

The folds originally used in [22] were not available, therefore we randomly457

extracted them.458

The folds we used for VIPeR-474 and i-LIDS are available upon request.459

The re-identification accuracy was evaluated using the CMC curve de-460

fined in Sect. 3.3. The re-identification time was evaluated using the model461

described in the same section.462

4.3. Results463

We first evaluated the raw processing time, memory requirements, and464

re-identification performance of MCMimplDis. Then, we evaluated the trade-465

off between accuracy and computational time on the real-time application466

scenario depicted in Sect. 3.3. Finally, we assessed the relevance of two467

critical aspects of our approach, namely, the number of prototypes and the468

gallery of individuals used to construct them.469

4.3.1. Computational requirements and re-identification accuracy470

First, we evaluated the processing time and memory requirements of471

MCMimplDis, attained on the same 2.4 GHz CPU used in [1], and com-472

pared them with MCMimpl. Results are shown in Table 1. Processing times473

are averaged over ten runs of the experiments, except for VIPeR-632. The474

average time for prototype construction is reported for four different sizes475

of the template gallery, corresponding to the four different datasets consid-476

ered (i-LIDS, VIPeR-316, VIPeR-474, and VIPeR-632). The average total477

time required for a single run of the experiments is also reported for each478
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MCMimpl MCMimplDis

Avg time for template descriptor creation 93.7 ms(1) 17.5 ms
Avg time for probe descriptor creation 6.8 ms(1) 17.5 ms
Avg time for prototypes creation, 119 templates - 2447.3 ms(2)

Avg time for prototypes creation, 316 templates - 6083.2 ms(2)

Avg time for prototypes creation, 474 templates - 12384.8 ms(2)

Avg time for prototypes creation, 632 templates - 16270.7 ms(2)

Avg time for dissimilarity vector creation - 110.3 ms(2)

Avg time for a single match 28.6 ms 0.004 ms
Avg total time for a single run (i-LIDS) 2719.1 sec 63.5 sec
Avg total time for a single run (VIPeR-316) 2887.6 sec 87.2 sec
Avg total time for a single run (VIPeR-474) 6521.0 sec 134.5 sec
Avg total time for a single run (VIPeR-632) 11550.6 sec 179.4 sec

Size of the descriptor 96 KB 1.2 KB(2)(3)

Size of the prototype gallery - 48 KB(2)(3)

Table 1: Comparison of the computational and memory requirements of MCMimpl and
MCMimplDis. Notes: (1) in MCMimpl, the construction of a template descriptor includes
the generation of simulated patches, and thus requires a higher time than the construction
of a probe descriptor; (2) these values refer to 150 prototypes for both the considered body
parts (torso and legs); (3) 32 bit floating point values.

dataset: it comprises creation and matching of template and probe descrip-479

tors, and also prototypes creation and dissimilarity vectors construction, for480

MCMimplDis.481

As expected, MCMimplDis clearly outperforms MCMimpl in terms of pro-482

cessing time and memory usage. In particular, a speed-up of four orders of483

magnitude is attained for descriptors matching. The average overall time484

required to perform a run of the experiments is much lower as well, and the485

difference increases as the size of the template gallery grows.486

Regarding re-identification accuracy, the average CMC curves of MCMimpl487

and MCMimplDis on the four datasets are reported in Fig. 6(a)–(d). MCMimplDis
488

attained a worse recognition performance than MCMimpl on i-LIDS and489

VIPeR-316, that correspond to the smallest template galleries, respectively490

117 and 316 templates. However, the accuracy gap diminished on VIPeR-491

474, that exhibits a larger template gallery (see Fig. 6(c), and almost van-492

ishes on VIPeR-632, that corresponds to the largest template gallery, and is493

this in the most challenging and most realistic scenario. This suggests that,494
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when the number of templates is very high, as in many practical applications,495

the dissimilarity-based version of a re-identification method obtained through496

MCD can attain the same performance as the original, not dissimilarity-based497

method, while requiring much lower computational and storage resources.498

The possible reason behind the reduction of the accuracy gap as the tem-499

plate gallery grows, is twofold. On the one hand, an MCM-based approach500

evaluates the global similarity between one probe and one template, and501

therefore may give a low relevance to local differences, if any. As the tem-502

plate gallery grows, the likelihood that any template exhibits a high global503

similarity with other templates, except for local differences, increases, which504

may reduce re-identification accuracy. On the other hand, an MCD-based ap-505

proach is in principle capable to capture also small local differences between506

individuals. In fact, these peculiar visual characteristics should be encoded507

by different prototypes, and the weighting algorithm of Eqs. ((15))–((17))508

should give them a higher weight. This allows them to be detected.509

4.3.2. Trade-off between accuracy and processing time510

The above results showed that the dissimilarity-based version of a re-511

identification method can perform worse than the original one. Here we512

evaluate whether the resulting trade-off between accuracy and processing513

time can be nevertheless advantageous, in the real-time application scenario514

described in Sect. 3.3. To this aim, we evaluated the overall re-identification515

time tr of MCMimpl and MCMimplDis, through Eq. (21). The expected rank516

of Eq. (19) was computed through the CMC curves of Fig. 6. To evaluate517

the time td required by MCMimplDis for creating one descriptor, we consider518

both the time needed to build the MCM descriptor, and the time to build519

the corresponding dissimilarity representation.520

For the sake of completeness, we evaluated tr for all the four datasets:521

the i-LIDS and VIPeR-316 datasets, where the MCMimplDis attained a lower522

accuracy than MCMimpl; and the VIPeR-474 and VIPeR-632 datasets, were523

the accuracy of the two methods was similar. The results are reported in524

Table 2.525

The overall re-identification time is the sum of two quantities, the process-526

ing time tp (i.e., the time required by the system to rank templates in respect527

to a probe) and the search time ts (i.e., the time spent by the operator to find528

the individual in the ranked list of templates). As expected, the processing529

time of MCMimplDis is lower than the one of MCMimpl. The search time of530

Eq. (19) is given by tc (i.e., the average time the operator spends in compar-531
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1
Figure 6: CMC curves attained by MCMimpl and MCMimplDis on the four datasets used
in the experiments. Note that in plots (a)–(c) average CMC curves over ten runs of the
experiments are reported, while plot (d) refers to a single run. Note also that the range of
rank scores (X axis) is [1, 50] in plots (a) and (b), and [1, 100] in plots (c) and (d), since
the latter plots correspond to datasets with a larger number of templates.

ing the probe image with one template image) times the expected rank. The532

latter turned out to be higher for MCMimplDis, on i-LIDS and VIPeR-316,533

due to the lower accuracy. It was slightly higher also for VIPeR-474 and534

VIPeR-632, although very close to the one of MCMimpl. This means that535

the overall re-identification time of MCMimplDis will be lower than the one536

of MCMimpl, for tc lower than a given value t∗c, and higher for tc > t∗c.537

Accordingly, we first computed the value of t∗c. Table 2 shows that the538

re-identification time of MCMimplDis is lower, if tc is below about 0.8 seconds539

for i-LIDS, and 1.3 seconds for VIPeR-316. Since it is likely that in a real-540

time application scenario like the one considered here tc is lower than these541

values, these results show that MCMimplDis can be considered advantageous542

over MCMimpl, despite the lower accuracy. Note finally that in VIPeR-474543
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MCMimpl MCMimplDis

i-LIDS
Processing time tp 3.497 sec 0.128 sec
Search time ts (with tc = 0.5 sec) 10.103 sec 12.203 sec
Re-identification time tr (with tc = 0.5 sec) 13.600 sec 12.331 sec

t∗c 0.802 sec

VIPeR-316
Processing time tp 9.044 sec 0.129 sec
Search time ts (with tc = 0.5 sec) 13.224 sec 16.601 sec
Re-identification time tr (with tc = 0.5 sec) 21.268 sec 16.730 sec

t∗c 1.320 sec

VIPeR-474
Processing time tp 13.564 sec 0.129 sec
Search time ts (with tc = 0.5 sec) 42.475 sec 43.084 sec
Re-identification time tr (with tc = 0.5 sec) 56.039 sec 43.213 sec

t∗c 11.021 sec

VIPeR-632
Processing time tp 18.082 sec 0.130 sec
Search time ts (with tc = 0.5 sec) 55.941 sec 57.700 sec
Re-identification time tr (with tc = 0.5 sec) 74.023 sec 57.830 sec

t∗c 5.101 sec

Table 2: Comparison of processing time, search time, and overall re-identification time of
MCMimpl versus MCMimplDis (see the text for the details).

and VIPeR-632 t∗c is considerably higher.544

We also evaluated the re-identification time tr, for a realistic reference545

value of tc = 0.5 seconds. It can be seen that tr is always lower for MCMimplDis,546

and the difference with respect to MCMimpl increases as the template gallery547

size increases.548

Finally, we point out that the processing time of MCMimplDis, namely549

the delay between the request of the operator and the response of the system,550

is almost independent on the template gallery size, and exhibits the very low551

value of about 0.13 seconds. In contrast, MCMimpl requires a much higher552

processing time, which grows with the number of templates. This difference553
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is due to the extremely fast matching attained by MCMimplDis. We remark554

that such high matching speed can be attained by any dissimilarity-based555

re-identification method based on MCD, as the comparison of dissimilarity556

vectors is always a fast operation.557

To sum up, the above results provide evidence that a dissimilarity-based558

version of an appearance-based re-identification method can attain an ad-559

vantageous trade-off between accuracy and processing time.560

4.3.3. Effect of changing the source and the number of the prototypes561

The processing time of MCMimplDis, as well as of any dissimilarity-based562

method obtained via MCD, is affected by prototype construction. This can563

be a problem, especially in applications where new templates can be added564

on-line during system operation. For instance, they can correspond to new565

individuals that are observed by a camera network. It is thus very interesting566

to investigate whether the prototype gallery can be constructed using only567

a subset of the whole template gallery, or even using gallery of individuals568

different than the template gallery. This can avoid to re-build the prototype569

gallery (and thus, the dissimilarity representation of the existing templates)570

each time a new template is added to the system. In particular, in the latter571

case prototypes can be generated off-line, prior to system operation. To this572

aim, it would be desirable to use a dataset with a wide range of different573

clothing characteristics. To assess the performance that can be attained574

when the prototype gallery is built either from a subset of the template575

gallery, or from a different gallery, we conducted two further experiments:576

1) we evaluated the recognition performance in the VIPeR-316 dataset with577

respect to the percentage of templates used to build the prototype gallery,578

and 2) we repeated the experiment on i-LIDS (Fig. 6(b)) using VIPeR to579

construct the prototypes, taking into account that VIPeR exhibits a relatively580

wider range of clothing characteristics.581

Results are reported in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). They show that re-identification582

accuracy remains almost the same, 1) if at least 60% of the templates in the583

original gallery are used to construct prototypes (see Fig. 7(a)), and, most584

importantly, 2) if prototypes are constructed using a gallery of individuals585

different from the template gallery (see Fig. 7(b)).586

Finally, we evaluated the accuracy and processing time on the the VIPeR-587

316 dataset, as a function of the number of prototypes per part p.588

The accuracy was concisely evaluated as the portion of the area under589

the CMC curve corresponding to the first 20% of the ranks, denoted as590
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AUC20%. This is the part of the curve of most interest. The results (shown591

in Fig. 7(c), 7(d) and 7(e)) provide evidence that the number of prototypes592

affects performance only slightly.593

Fig. 7(e) shows that, as the number of prototypes increases, the AUC20%594

initially grows, then reaches a nearly stable value. This behaviour can be595

easily explained: once the number of prototypes is enough so that the great596

part of the distinctive visual characteristics have been captured by different597

clusters, increasing the number of prototypes has mainly the effect of splitting598

some of the previous clusters into two or more similar ones. Consequently,599

no further information is embedded in the new prototypes. This effect can600

be observed in Fig. 5, where some of the prototypes look very similar. On601

the other hand, Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) show that increasing the number of602

prototypes slows down both prototype construction and dissimilarity vector603

computation. Note that all the plots of Fig. 6 correspond to p = 150.604

5. Conclusions and future work605

In this work, we have addressed the open issue of the computational606

complexity of person re-identification methods, which has been overlooked607

so far in the literature.608

We have exploited the MCD framework previously proposed by the au-609

thors, that allows one to turn a given appearance-based re-identification610

method into a dissimilarity-based one. We have showed that MCD dras-611

tically reduces the processing time as well as memory requirements. Also,612

it can attain a similar accuracy as the original method, especially when the613

size of the template gallery is high.614

Moreover, even if its accuracy is lower, the trade-off attained between615

accuracy and processing time can be advantageous in terms of the overall616

re-identification time, in real-time application scenarios. Finally, we have617

shown that the visual prototypes needed by a dissimilarity-based method618

can be constructed either using a subset of the template gallery, or even a619

different gallery, without affecting re-identification accuracy. This is very620

relevant for real-time applications as well.621

We argue that dissimilarity-based representations can be exploited to ad-622

dress another practical problem of current person re-identification methods,623

namely how to accumulate different images of the same person in a single624

descriptor, to improve robustness to pose, lighting changes, and partial oc-625

clusions. Most of the current methods use only one template image per626
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person. Instead, since in dissimilarity-based representations each image is627

represented as a vector of fixed size, different images of the same individual628

can be used as training samples for a statistical classifier, to learn a more629

general model of his appearance. This is an interesting research issue we are630

currently investigating.631
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Figure 7: (a) Recognition performance of MCMimplDis on the VIPeR-316 dataset, mea-
sured as the AUC20%, versus the percentage of the template gallery used to build proto-
types. (b) Comparison between the CMC curves of MCMimplDis on the i-ILIDS dataset,
attained by constructing the prototypes using either the same dataset, or the VIPeR
dataset. (c) Average time for creating prototypes from a dataset of 316 images, versus
the number of prototypes per part, p. (d) Average time for computing dissimilarity vec-
tors for a single individual, versus the number of prototypes per part, p. (e) Recognition
performance of MCMimplDis on the VIPeR-316 dataset, measured as the AUC20%, versus
the number of prototypes per part, p.
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